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ABSTRACT

In this paper, experiments were performed to evaluate the

principal performance boundaries of adapted and retrained

models under added noise conditions. Adapted models

fully alter the parameters of Hidden Markov Models

(HMM) from clean ones in order to match the noisy test

environment. Retrained models are fully trained from

white Gaussian-noise contamined speech at matched

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) environments. We studied the

capabilities and limitations of adapted models and models.

The results show that retrained models perform better than

adapted models under any conditions but especially for

low SNRs. The results show that phone error rates for

retrained models are about  6% better than for adapted

models. It has also been found that the retrained models

improve the word error rate by 6% for 15-dB SNR and

even by 18% for 0-dB SNR.

 1 Overview

The mismatch between training and testing condi-

tions often causes a dramatic performance degradation,

especially in real-world applications of automatic speech

recognition (ASR) systems. Therefore, robustness algo-

rithms become an important issue. The existing  tech-

niques can be grouped into three categories [1].

(i) Robust speech feature extraction: These techniques are

based on noise-resistant features or robust distance

measures without any noise estimation. It is difficult to

find  feature sets dealing with all types of noises.

Short-term modified coherence (SMC) [2] has been

found to be more robust against additive noise in small-

vocabulary systems. More recently, one-side auto-

correlation linear predictive coding (OSALPC)[3] has

been found to obtain better performance than SMC in

car environments. It has been reported that an inte-

grated mel-scale with linear discriminant analysis

(IMELDA) [4] could get more robust than standard

mel-scaled cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). Perceptual

linear predictive (PLP) analysis [5] and RelAtive Spec-

TrAl (RASTA) [6] processing perform better than LPC

or MFCC parameters in noisy environment but they

show degradations under clean conditions.

(ii) Speech enhancement: These techniques are to improve

the SNR of corrupted speech and try to extract the clean

speech from corrupted speech. Noise information is re-

quired that may come from a-priori statistics or online

speech/pause detection. The enhanced speech although

less noisy may contain a different form of distortion

which could be more difficult to deal with. The sim-

plest technique for clean speech estimation is to use

spectral subtraction [7]. But, to avoid the negative

spectral value a non-linearity must be introduced. Prob-

abilistic optimal filtering (POF) [8] is mapped by a

piece-wise linear transformation but the environment

should be learnt. Algorithms based on codebook de-

pendent cepstral normalization (CDCN) [9] attempt to

learn a mapping from corrupted speech to clean speech,

but some of them need stereo recording.

(iii) Model adaptation/ transformation: These techniques

adapt the models onto the test environments. The re-

sulting performance depends on the state-to-frame

alignment and is often bounded by the performance in

matched conditions. Maximum likelihood linear regres-

sion (MLLR) [10] is used to adapt the models into new

environments. Stochastic matching (SM) [11] modifies

features or models in order to match the environmental

change. SM has much potential both for additive and

convolutional noise.  The speech and noise decomposi-



tion (SND) [12] and parallel model combination (PMC)

[13] [14] is to model the background noise, instead of

using a simple mean or relative value.

2  Simulation of  Adapted and Retrained HMMs

We examined the principal limitations of algorithms of

category (iii) by using fully adapted and retrained mod-

els. The fully adapted model is used to simulate that the

added noise can be estimated accurately for model re-

estimation.  The experimental set-up of the fully adapted

models is as follows:

 Step1: The clean speech of training corpus is segmented

by means of clean models, and the paths are

kept for noisy model training.

 Step2: Different levels of added noise are added into the

test utterances. All HMM parameters are re-

estimated without any further iteration.

The retrained models are fully trained from noisy speech

at matched SNR environments like the training of clean

models .

White Gaussian noise was added to the testing utterances

at different total SNR levels. The total SNR is defined as

follows, where 2
xσ  is the variance of testing speech ut-

terance and 2
nσ  is the variance of added noise.
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3 Experiments

    The experiments were performed on the “Japanese

Electronic Industry Development Association's Common

Speech Data Corpus” (JSDC) being mainly an isolated-

phrase corpus [15]. The JSDC corpus was recorded with

dynamic microphones and sampled at 16 kHz. The pho-

netically rich JSDC city-name subcorpus was used to train

phone-based HMMs. We deployed 35 monophone HMMs

with three states per model and nominal 32 Laplacian

mixture densities per state in our experiments. The JSDC

control-word corpus with a vocabulary of 63 words was

used as testing material.

Experiments for free-phone decoding and word recogni-

tion were performed. The resulting phone and word error

rates are shown in Fig.1 and Fig. 2, respectively.

1) Corrupted performance: The models are clean and

the test material is corrupted by added white Gaus-

sian noise, where clean means there is no noise

added.

2) Fully adapted performance: The models are adapted

from clean ones based on known noise levels and the

test material is corrupted at the same SNR levels.

3) Retrained performance: The models are fully re-

trained in known SNR environments and the test

material is corrupted at the same SNR levels.

        We found that retrained models perform always better

than adapted models under any condition but especially at

low SNR levels.  Fig.1 shows that phone error rates for

retrained models are about  6% better than for adapted

models. From Fig. 2, it also can be seen that retrained

models improve the word error rate by 6% of  for 15-dB

SNR and even by 18% for 0-dB SNR.

4 Conclusion

We have shown that retrained models always pro-

vide better performance than fully adapted models when

the SNR decreases. Retrained models are currently the

possible solution for lower SNR levels.  Our future work

will focus on whether it is possible to obtain or to over-

come the performance of retrained models in noisy envi-

ronments.
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Fig.1. Comparisons of free phone decoding performance for corrupted, fully adapted, and retrained models.

Fig.2. Comparisons of word recognition performance for corrupted, fully adapted, and retrained models.
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